THE APPROACH  TO  MODERN  TIMES
sculpture it brought back the representation of the nude, which
had been abandoned since the triumph of Christianity.
Sculpture, which as early as the end of the fifteenth century had
risen to the dignity of an independent art in the figures on tombs,
withstood the tendency to imitate Italy till the middle of the six-
teenth century. It profited by the fashion for the nude, which led
to a more accurate representation of the human body; yet even
after it had grown accustomed to mythological subjects, it still
retained a strong tinge of French originality - for instance, in the
works of Jean Goujon.
For some time, especially in buildings of a civil character, such
as country and town mansions, architecture preserved the tra-
dition of French art, to which the Italians had applied the con-
temptuous term of'Gothic5. But under the influence of architects
from Italy it now adopted regular plans, flat and symmetrical
fagades, and colonnades imitated from the antique, while com-
bining with these the traditional forms of French art, its projec-
tions, curved lines, turrets, gables, gargoyles, high-pitched roofs,
and wooden floors in the French fashion, which lend the chdteaux
of the Loire region, and even the Hdtel de Ville at Paris, such a
graceful, varied, and lively appearance. After the middle of the
sixteenth century Italian art became predominant, and French
forms disappeared, being replaced by flat columns and pilasters,
capitals, pediments, cupolas, and flat roofs. The importation of
plaster from Italy led to the introduction of the foreign style in
stucco-work, ceilings, and mouldings, which gave architects the
habit of no longer basing their style upon the nature of their
materials.
The arts of rurniture-making, ceramics, and tapestry bore a
strongly Italian impress during the sixteenth century, which
showed itself in the choice of decorative motives, the forms, which
were copied from antique monuments, and the use of inlaying;
but in the seventeenth century they returned to simple and natural
forms and subjects drawn from nature, which caused them once
more to assume the character of an original French art.
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